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The moon, the stars, and the planets of the Solar 
System, including earth, have fascinated and mysti
fied man since he first examined the material 
beneath his feet and gazed in wonder at the 
heavens. Through the centuries, many of the 
secrets of the earth and outer space have been 
learned, but knowledge highlights the unknown, and 
man is now confronted with an increasing number 
ol fascinating problems in space to solve. The rapid 
advance of modern technology, however, is in
creasing the effectiveness of scientific exploration 
of space, and more is learned with each new scientific 
achievement. 

The U.S. Geological Survey, Department of the 
Interior, as the Federal Government's scientific 
agency responsible for field and laboratory research 
on geologic processes and environments, is applying 
the geologic principles and methods derived from 
studies of the earth to studies of the moon. 

The moon, as the earth's nearest neighbor, is the 
first logical step into space. The techniques and 
equipment that are developed to investigate the 
moon can then be applied to the investigation of 
other planets and asteroids . 
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Astrogeology Center at Flagstaff, Anzona. 
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Survey scientist with model of astronaut and Lunar Excursion 
Module. 

The methods and principles of geology and as
tronomy have been combined into a new discipline 
named ASTROGEOLOGY. 

The U.S. Geological Survey has two primary 
objectives in astrogeology: (1) basic research on the 
history of the earth-moon system, and (2) the appli
cation of scientific studies to support the space 
exploration program of the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration. 

Most of the Geological Survey's work in astro
geology is done by a staff of specialists and techni
cians at the new Center of Astrogeology in Flagstaff, 
Ariz., but some of the work is undertaken at offices 
in Menlo Park, Calif. and Washington, D. C. 

The geology of the Flagstaff area bears many 
similarities to that expected on the moon. Meteor 
Crater, 50 miles east of Flagstaff, was formed by the 
impact of a nteteorite. The San Francisco Peaks 
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area, immediately north of Flagstaff, is of volcanic 
origin and lies in the center of a field of cinder cones, 
lava flows, and other volcanic features. These, and 
other parts of the Southwest including the Hopi 
Buttes region, have been selected as test sites by the 
astrogeologists. A thorough knowledge of these 
test sites will aid in the interpretation of lunar 
geology and prepare men for lunar exploration. 

Areas of research are varied and interrelated. At 
present they include: 

* Lunar geologic mapping 

* Geologic training of the astronauts 

* Development of geologic and geophysical 
tools and techniques for lunar exploration 

* Studies of extraterrestrial materials 

* Crater investigations 

The Geological Survey Observatory Flagstaff, Arizona. 
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Lunar geologic map showing portion of Riphaeus Mountains region. 

LUNAR GEOLOGIC MAPPING 

Telescopic observations and photographs are the 
principal sources of information used to interpret the 
geology of the moon; however, various spacecraft 
such as Ranger, Surveyor, and Lunar Orbiter have 
provided detailed information on features too small 
to be seen from earth. 

These data indicate that the lunar surface is 
heterogeneous and that its geological history is com
parable in complexity to that of the earth. The 
basic principles of terrestrial geology can therefore 
be applied to the lunar surface to work out the 
detailed history of its development. 

PERIOD EPOCH 
COPERNICAN 

ERATOSTHENIAN 

IMBRIAN ARCHIMEDEAN 

APENNINIAN 

PRE-IMBRIAN 

LUNAR TIME PERIODS are shown according to the system 
established by the U.S. Geological Survey. The chart 
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The chart below shows the geologic ages of the 
moon that have thus far been determined. 

The basic product of geologic interpretation is a 
map. The Geological Survey compiles terrain and 
geologic maps of the moon, on base maps prepared 
by the U.S. Air Force. More than 30 lunar geologic 
maps have been completed for the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration. Emphasis has 
been given to potential landing sites for manned and 
unmanned spacecraft. 

Maps will be needed by the astronauts for lunar 
exploration. More detailed maps will be made as 
additional information is accumulated. 

EVENTS 
Formation of ray craters 

Formation of craters of which rays are no longer 

visible 

Extensive deposition of mare material of the Pro -

cellarum Group. Formation of post-Apenninian 

craters older than at least part of the Procellarum 

Group 
.... . ~ 

Events related to the formation of the Mare Imbrium 

basin 

Not yet formally divided 

above, shows the periods chronologically, with the earliest 
period at the bottom of the chart. 
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This low-angle photograph of the lunar crater Copernicus, taken by 
Lunar Orbiter II, is considered by many scientists to be the "picture 
of the century." The height of the crater walls totals nearly 10,000 
feet-nearly twice the height of the walls of the Grand Canyon in 



Arizona. The central peaks rise from I ,000 to 3,000 feet above the 
floor of this huge impact crater. Diameter of the crater is about 58 
miles. 



The part of the equatorial belt of the moon visible 
from earth is the first area of geologic mapping 
effort. Soon, all of the "earth side" of the moon will 
be mapped, and after that, the entire surface. 

GEOLOGIC TRAINING OF THE ASTRONAUTS 

Preparations are underway for the time in Project 
Apollo when astronauts will step out of their space
craft onto the lunar surface. A geologic training 
program is being conducted jointly by the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration and the 
Geological Survey to give the astronauts instruction 
in mineralogy and petrologY, and in the basic prin
ciples of terrestrial and lunar geology and geophysics. 
Field trips to areas of volcanic and impact features 
provide training and experience in observation, 
description, sampling, and mapping of rocks and 
structures of the kinds expected on the moon, as well 
as in the techniques of lunar exploration. 

DEVELOPMENT OF GEOLOGIC TOOLS AND 
TECHNIQUES FOR LUNAR EXPEDITIONS 

Men who land on the moon will be severely 
restricted in time and mobility. In support of the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
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Survey geologists at Flagstaff are conducting simu
lated moon expeditions at sites that resemble the 
lunar surface to develop the specialized geologic and 
geophysical tools and techniques needed to conduct 
lunar missions safely and efficiently. The per
formance of each tool or piece of equipment is judged 
in light of severe size and weight restrictions. 

Looking forward to the later lunar missions, the 
U.S. Geological Survey has begun research into the 
more complex instrumentation that will be needed 
for advanced lunar exploration. Future plans in 
lunar exploration call for expeditions lasting as long 
as 2 weeks. These will require vehicles and labora
tories that contain scientific instruments and living 
.quarters for the astronauts. 

The Mobile Geological Laboratory was built 
especially to test scientific instruments and tech
niques under simulated lunar conditions. It is a 

Mobile Geological Laboratory-forerunner of a lunar vehicle. 



forerunner of a vehicle yet to be developed that will 
eventually be used on the moon. Many different 
designs are being considered. 

STUDIES OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL 
MATERIALS 

Some information about the chemical and physical 
nature of the moon and other celestial objects is 
obtained from studies of extraterrestrial materials 
found on earth or collected from space. 

Meteorites are extraterrestrial materials that 
have landed on the earth, but only a small fraction 
of this material is found. Most meteorites are 
stony objects, but about 10 percent of those observed 
to fall are iron. 

Conical button-shaped tektite. 

Tektites are curious objects found on earth but 
believed to be fragments of the moon. These pebble
size glassy button-like objects are found in "strewn 
fields" in different parts of the earth. They appear 
to have been small rocks blasted free of the moon by 
meteor impact and hurled into space. Clusters of 
the fragments land on the earth after surviving a 
flaming passage through the earth's atmosphere. 

Cosmic dust represents still another example of 
extraterrestrial material. Separation of extremely 
fine cosmic particles from ordinary terrestrial dust 
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requires special techniques. The chemical and · 
physical natures of these particles are studied in 
ultraclean laboratories using such instruments as 
the electron microscope. 

Meteor Crater, Arizona. 

Although Crater Grande and Meteor Crater are similar in size and 
appearance, Crater Grande was formed by volcanic forces beneath 

CRATER INVESTIGATIONS 

The moon's surface is covered with craters that 
range in size from more than 400 miles in diameter 
to less than 1 inch. Some appear to be of impact 
origin, and some have been caused by volcanic 
activity. Small secondary craters are common. 
These are formed by the impact of blocky material 
thrown out from primary craters. Some craters 
have ray systems that extend radially for great 
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distances. The rays consist of material ejected at 
the time of impact. 

Natural and man-made craters on the surface of 
the earth, as well as artificial craters formed under 

Crater Grande (Sykes Crater), Sonora, Mexico. 
the earth's surface, whereas Meteor Crater was formed by the ex
plosive force released by the impact of a colliding meteor. 

laboratory conditions, are being studied by the 
Geological Survey. Knowledge of the mechanics of 
crater formation and the behavior of rock under 
shock conditions will aid in the understanding of 
both moon and earth craters. 

Exploration of space is one of the great scientific 
challenges for the world today. The U.S. Geological 
Survey, through its research in astrogeology and 
related fields, contributes to the knowfe<igeof the 
earth and solar system. 
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